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Warning to users

The analytical procedures given in this booklet should
only be carried out by competent trained persons, with
adequate supervisionwhen necessary.
Local Safety Regulations must be observed.
Laboratory procedures should be carried out only in
properly equipped laboratories.
Field Operations should be conducted with due regard to
possible local hazards, and portable safety equipment
should be carried.
Care should be taken against creating hazards for one's
self, one's colleagues, those outside the laboratory or
work place, or subsequently for maintenance or waste
disposal workers. Where the Committeehaveconsidered
that a special unusual hazard exists, attention has been
drawn to this in the text so that additional caremight be
taken beyond that which should be exercisedat all times
when carrying out analytical procedures. Reagents of
adequate purity must be used, along with properly
maintained apparatus and equipment of correct
specifications. Specifications for reagents, apparatus and
equipment are given in manufacturers' catalogues and
various published standards. If contamination is
suspected, reagent purity should be checked before use.
Lone working, whether in the laboratory or field,should

be discouraged.

The bestsafeguardis athorough considerationofhazards
and the consequentsafety precautionsand remedies well
in advance. Without intending to give a complete
checklist, points that experience has shown are often
forgotten include: laboratory tidiness, stray radiation
leaks (including ultra violet), use of correct protective
clothingand goggles, removal of toxicfumes and wastes,
containment in the event of breakage, access to taps,
escape routes, and the accessibility of the correct and
properly maintained first-aid, fire-fighting, and rescue
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equipment. Hazardous reagents and solutions should
always be stored in plain sight and below face level.
Attention should also be given to potential vapour and
firerisks. If in doubt,it is safer toassume that the hazard
mayexistand take reasonable precautions,ratherthanto
assume that no hazard exists until proved otherwise.
There are numerous handbooks on first aid and
laboratory safety. Amongsuch publicationsare: 'Code of
Practice for Chemical Laboratories' and 'Hazards in the
Chemical Laboratory' issued by the Royal Society of
Chemistry, London; 'Safety in Biological Laboratories'
(Editors Hartreeand Booth), Biochemical Society Special
Publication No 5, The Biochemical Society, London,
which includesbiologicalhazards;and 'ThePreventionof
Laboratory Acquired Infection', Public Heath
Laboratory Service Monograph 6, HMSO, London.
It cannot be too strongly emphasised that promptfirst
aid, decontamination, or administration of the correct
antidote can save life; but that incorrect treatment can
make matters worse. It is suggested that both supervisors
and operators be familiar with emergency procedures
before starting even a slightly hazardous operation, and
that doctors consulted after any accident involving
chemical contamination, ingestion, or inhalation, be
made familiar with the chemicalnature of the injury, as
some chemical injuries require specialist treatment not
normally encounteredby most doctors. Similar warning
should be given ifa biologicalorradio-chemicalinjury is
suspected. Some very unusual parasites,virusesand other
micro-organismsareoccasionallyencounteredin samples
and when sampling in the field. In the latter case, all
equipment including footwear should be disinfected by
appropriate methods if contamination is suspected. Ifan
ambulance is called or a hospital notifiedofan incoming
patient give information on the type of injury, especially
if poisoning is suspected, as the patient may be taken
directly to a specialized hospital.

About this series

This booklet is part ofa seriesintended to provide both
recommended methods for the determination of water
quality, and in addition, short reviews of the more
important analytical techniques of interest to the water

and sewage industries.
In the past, the Department ofthe Environmentand its
predecessors, in collaboration with various learned
societies, have issued volumes ofmethods fortheanalysis
of water and sewage culminating in 'Analysis of Raw,
Potable and Waste Waters'. These volumes inevitably
took some years to prepare, so that they were often
partially out of date before they appeared in print. The
present series will be published as series of booklets on
singleor related topics; thus allowingforthe replacement
or addition of methods as quickly as possible without
need for waiting for the next edition. The rate of
publication will also be related to the urgency of
requirement for that particular method, tentative
methods and notes being issued when necessary.
The aim is to provide as complete and up to date a
collectionofmethodsand reviews as is practicable,which
will, as far as possible, take into account the analytical
facilitiesavailable in different parts ofthe Kingdom, and
the quality criteria ofinterest to those responsibleforthe
variousaspectsofthewater cycle.Because both needsand
equipment vary widely,where necessary, a selection of
methods may be recommendedfora single determinand.
It will be the responsibility of the users — the senior
technicalstafftodecidewhichof these methods to use for
the determination in hand. Whilst the attention of the
user is drawn to any special known hazards which may
occur with the use of any particular method,
responsibilityfor propersupervisionand the provisionof
safe working conditions must remain with the user.
The preparation ofthis seriesand its continuous revision
is the responsibility of the Standing Committee of
Analysts (to review Standard Methods for Quality
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Control ofthe Water Cycle). The StandingCommitteeof
Analysts is a committee of the Department of the
Environment set up in 1972. Currently it has seven
Working Groups, each responsible for one section or
aspect of water cyclequality analysis.They are asfollows:
1.0 General principles of sampling and accuracy of
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
9.0

results
Empirical and physical methods
Metals and metalloids

General nonmetallic substances
Organic impurities
Biological methods
Radiochemicalmethods
The actual methods and reviews are produced by smaller
panels of experts in the appropriate field, under the
overall supervisionofthe appropriate workinggroupand
the main committee.
The names ofthose associatedwith this method are listed
inside the back cover. Publication of new or revised
methods will be notifiedto the technicalpress,whilsta list
of Methods in Print is given in the current HMSO
Sectional Publication List No 5.
Whilst an effort is madeto prevent errors from occurring
in the published text, a few errors have been found in
booklets in this series. Correction notes and minor
additions to published booklets not warranting a new
booklet in this serieswill beissued periodicallyasthe need
arises.Shouldan error be found affectingtheoperation of
a method, thetruesensenot being obvious,or an errorin
the printed text be discovered prior to sale, a separate
correction note will be issued for inclusion in that
booklet.

L R PITIWELL
Secretary
1 July 1986

The Direct Determination of
Biomass of Aquatic Macrophytes
and Measurement of Underwater
Light 1985

Methods for the Examination of Waters and Associated Materials
This booklet containsfour methodsfor the direct determination of Biomass,
with a methodfor locating position on a lake; and a series of methodsfor
measurementof underwater light.
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Disclaimer
This bookletmentionssuppliersof some of the more unusual equipment which may be
required for these methods. This is in no way intended as an endorsement for any
particular product and similar equipment with adequate performanceswould be equally
acceptable.

Hazards
Lone working is discouraged. Always keep someone not with you informed of your
itinerary and expected times of arrival and departure. Take note of expected weather
conditionsbutallow for sudden changeswhichmayoccur at the samplinglocationatthat
time ofyear,dress accordingly,and havespare warmclothingavailable,especiallyincold
weather. If working on or near water wear a life jacket and a safety harness. Observeall
safety rules prescribed for the equipment used and be thoroughly trained in its use
beforehand. Ensure that equipment is expertly and regularlyservicedandrepaired (see
also Section 4.1 in the Biomassmethod). It is strongly recommendedthat provision be
made forsummoninghelp immediatelyshould an accidentoccur to the sampler,portable
radios and telephones are useful for this.

Care needs to be taken when sampling for biomass determinations not to cause
permanent denudation orerosion ofa stretch ofbed, disturbbreedingfauna, andso cause
what has aptly been named environmental monitoring pollution.
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The Direct Determination of Biomass of
Aquatic Macrophytes
D. F. Westlake, D. H. N. Spence and R. 1. Clarke

Symbols Used

A

Whole area of site (m2).

a

Area of weed-beds (m2).

B

Mean biomass density of aquatic vegetation per unit vegetated area (g m2).

B,,,,

Maximumbiornass perunitvegetatedarea(mean biomassatoptimum depth).

b

Mean biomassdensity ofaquatic vegetationper unitarea ofsite (overall mean
biomass).

cr
CV
CVb

L
X

t

Total area of stratum r (m2).

mr

Area sampled in stratum (m2; area of quadrat x no. of quadrats).
Total number of quadrats observed for presence ofplants (presence/absence
quadrats).
Numberofpresence/absencequadrats containing plants (vegetatedquadrats).

r

fl

Total number of quadrats sampled for biomass (biomass quadrats).

r

Stratum number.

p

S

Proportion of presence/absence quadrats containing plants (Ne/N).
Standard deviation of mean biomass
per unit vegetated area.

Sr

Standard deviation of biomass samples in stratum r.

S

Standard deviationof the mean biomassdensity ofthe wholesite (seesection
8).
Student's-t (obtained from tables in statistical text-books).

V

Variance of mean biomass of site.

Vr

Varianceof mean biomass of stratum r.

Z
a

method

Confidencelimits of overall mean biomass, with a particular level of
probability (L = 'a s witha%probability).
Highesterror tolerated (witha% probability),expressed as a proportion ofthe
overall mean biomass;(A = taS/b where a Student's value).

Mr

N

1. Summary of

of sampling a quadrat (mm or £) in stratum r.
Coefficientofvariationofbiomass quadrats (i.e. containing plants;CV S/if).
Coefficient of variationofmean biomassofwholesite (seesection 8.CVb=s/i).
'Cost'

()

Maximum depth (m) of plant growth.
Percentageprobability of confidence limits. In %ofcasesthe estimated mean
will lie between the confidence limits.

a

1.1

Biota determined

Dry weight of macroscopic green plants.

1.2

Habitats sampled

Submergedor floating vegetation in flowing or static
waters; emergent vegetation in water or on banks.

1.3

Type of sampler

Various forms of quadrats, corers or grabs.
3

1.4

Basis of operation

Samples ofthe vegetationare removedfrom knownareas,
weighed and theirdry matter content determined.Arange

of modifications is given to suit vegetation, water depth
and precision required; from wading to SCUBA diving.
1.5

Form of data

1.6

Range of application —100—10000 g m2. Not suitable for very swift or very
turbidwater or woody vegetation. Very poor precisionif
lack of time limits the number of samples taken.

1.7

Interferences

Adhering material such as epiphytic algae, detritus,
calcium carbonate or water.

1.8

Errors

i. Errors due to spatial variability.
ii. Errors of sampling technique, especiallyincomplete

Quantitative; the precision depends mainly on the spatial
variability of the stand and the number of samples; the
accuracydepends mainly on interferences.Values ingdry
wt per square metre of habitat.

removal and edge errors.

iii. Errors of determination, especiallyin washing, sub-

sampling and drying.

1.9

Logistics

i.

Sampling.Verydependent onwaterdepth,vegetation

and precision required. For 12 biomass samples,
which may not be enough for good precision, from
6 to 50 man-hours, excluding time to designsampling
programme and time to reach sites.
For presence/absencequadratsthe time needed
will be almost entirely dependent on the time taken
to locate the quadrats, which will depend on thesize,
depth and water movementsof the water body. On
average 15 to 30 man-hours for 100 presence/
absence observations.
Both figures exclude support and safety staff and
must be nearly doubled for whole field teams.
Sampling with grabs may reduce the time for 12
biomass samples to 10 man-hours but this excludes
the essentialcalibrations.
ii. Determination. Very dependent on need for washing
and sorting as well as the number ofsamples. For 12
samples— 1 man-hour for weighing fresh,from 3 manhours to 36 man-hoursforwashing,sub-samplingand
sorting, 16 hours for drying and — 1 man-hour for
weighing dry.

2. Introduction

Macrophytesare macroscopicgreen (or chlorophyll-containing)plants. They may grow

outof thewater, be completelysubmerged,or have leaves floating on thesurface. Most
are attached by roots in the sediment but a few are free-floating.Taxonomically they

includeangiosperms (floweringplants), pteridophytes (ferns, horsetailsand quillworts),
bryophytes(mossesandliverworts)andcharophytes(stoneworts).The demarcationfrom
larger green algae (or brown and red algae in the sea) is one of convenience;one of the
common filamentousalgae of freshwater (Cladophora)is dealt with in another issueof
this series (1).

In lakes these plants may grow from the banks down to a maximum depth (Zr) which
usuallydependson the transparencyofthewater, andmayreach 15 m inclear UKwaters.
This depth, and the maximum biomass(Bmax), foundusuallyat someintermediatedepth,
are useful characteristicsof lakes.
Under certain conditions the biomass data may be used as an estimate of productivity.
These methods are primarily intended for use in freshwaters, but most could be usedat
marine or estuarine sites.
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3. Identifications

While identification of plants is not essential for this determination itself, to avoid
problemsandconservationoflocally rareand ofprotected species (seesection3.4 below),
identification is advisable and even essential in many localities. It is also useful

simultaneouslyto assessthe quality of the macrophytespresent. For further information
see the separate booklet in this series (22).

3. 1 The followingkeys or texts are recommended:
Vascularplants
— In general— Clapham, Tutin & Warburg (2)
— Introduction to aquatic plants — Wade (3)
— Aquatic species— Haslam, Sinker & Wolseley; not all species included (4)
— Ranunculus spp. — Holmes (5)

— Grasses — Hubbard (6)
— Sedges — Jermy & Tutin (7)
— Introduced spp. — Stodola (8)
Mosses

— Smith (9)
Charophytes
— AlIen (10)
The codes in Holmes, Whitton & Hargreaves (11) should be used
Holmes
&
Sinclair (12) for charophytes). These manuals also give complete
(Whitton,
check lists and more information on identifications.

3.2 Recording.

3.3 Preservation.

Doubtful materialshouldbe mounted between blotting paper
and pressedbetweennewspaper,making severalfrequent changes over a few daysuntil
dry. It should then belabelledand filed forfuture reference.Mature, floweringspecimens,
including roots, are most useful.

3.4 Wildlife and CountrysideAct

1981. Until case law is established it is
of
this
difficult to be certain of the full effect
legislation. However it seems that the
majority of aquatic plants (non-scheduled)may be cut or uprooted provided that the

owner or occupier of the land, or the relevant local authority, has authorised the
operation. Scheduled plants must not be cut or uprooted. Also, in particular, if the
sampling operation can be shown to be for scientific purposes or to prevent serious
damage tocropsor property, a licence may be obtained whichwill evenallow cutting and
uprooting of scheduled plants.* At present the only scheduled plants which might be
found in water-bodies are: Scirpus Iriquetrus, Ranunculus ophioglossfolius, Viola
persicfolia and Alisma gramineum,but others may well be added later.
Notwithstandingthe legal requirements,quadrats containing,or near, any locallyrare or
visuallyattractive plants should be avoided if possible.Local Naturalists' Trusts will be
able to list any such plants.

4. Apparatus

The equipment needed is dependent on the area and depth of the site, ease of access,

nature ofthe substratum, thesizeand morphologyofthe dominant plantsandthe aimsof
theinvestigation. Fig. I outlines some of the major pointsrequiringdecisionsand some
suggested (not unique) solutions. Somegeneral information on basic equipment may be
found in Haslam & Wolseley (13).
These are mainly influencedby water depth. It is emphasised
that direct sampling by diving nearly always achievesgreater accuracythanany form of

4.1 Access options.

indirect, remote sampling.

* For information,consultThe NatureConservancy
CouncilRegionalOffices.
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Essentialsafety precautionsinclude notifyingthe base laboratory ofyourplans, wearing
adequate clothing, including life-jacketswhen working in or near deep water, ensuring
that boats areproperly equipped (14),keepingwatch for health hazards such as polluted
outfalls, avoiding treacherous waves, currents, banks or mud and being accompanied
wheneversite conditions may be dangerous. Particular precautions must be taken when
divingis used (15, 16).These are less stringentwhen work is limitedto lessthan 1.5 mand
certificatesofexemptionfrom certain regulationsmay benegotiatedifthe sitedepth does
not exceed 50 m and no dive exceeds20 m. A trained team must always be present.
(i) Thigh waders. Only suitable for banks and water less than 30 cm deep — the
length of hand plus arm is more relevant than the height of waders.
(ii) Wet or dry suit. Very convenientfor water down to about 60 cm and down to
l.5m with the aid ofa snorkel.
(iii) Wetor dry suit and self-contained breathingapparatus (SCUBA). Used in water
over 1.5 m.

An inflatable boat is usually adequate, but
some of the heaviergrabsrequire somethingmore stable such as a pontoon, fitted
with a boom.
(iv) Boat and remotelyoperated grab.

4.2 Sampling options. The most important decisionis betweendirector remote

sampling, and then the nature of the plants and substratum must be considered.
(i) Metal quadrats. These are laid on the soil and hence are suitable for bank
vegetation without water, or for completely submerged vegetation. Ideally, the
optimum size is determined by preliminary sampling (see 5.1) but I m2 is often
suitable. They are best made in four interlockingpieces so they can be slid intothe
vegetationand subsequentlyfitted together (e.g. two lengthsofpipe with rightangle
femalejointsand two lengths with male joints to fit).
(ii) Wood or plastic quadrats. These are designed to float so that the floating or
emergentvegetationwithin the quadratcan besampled. Again, theyshould be made
in separate pieces and 1 m2 is generally convenient. In flowing water anchoring
weights or corner stakes will be needed.
(iii) Corer. This is a cylinder made of sheet-metal, usually about 25 cm high and
20—40 cm in diameter, though these dimensions should be varied to suit the
vegetationand the optimum sample size (see5.1). The top rim is reinforcedand the
lowerrim issharpened (Fig. 2). The corer may befitted with anylon netwith two arm
holes,held on by an elasticated band (Fig. 2). In shallowwater it is used without the
net. It is loweredintothe vegetationwith as little disturbanceaspossibleandpushed
intothesubstratum with a rotating motion to severtrapped stems and underground
parts. In tall vegetation it may be necessaryto guide the stems growing within the
sampled area into the corer, and exclude other stems. If found to be necessaryin
water deeper than the corer, especiallyifthe water is flowing,the net is attached and
the plants are handled through the arm holes.
(iv) Deepwater corer. A similar corer is hungon a rope tied to a rigging clamp. This
rope then runs over a pulley attached to agroupof small buoys and returns through
the rigging clamp (Fig. 3). It canthus be towed out suspendedfrom the buoys and
lowered to the diver at the sampling area. By adjusting the length of rope between
samplerand water surfacethe diver can move the samplerwith minimaleffort, place
it precisely above the sample site and lower it slowly to include only the 'correct'
shoots as for the shallow corer. The nylon net can then be fixed to the sampler to
collect the material within.
(v) Grab. When divers are not available, or time is short, and a low accuracy is
tolerable, a suitable grab should bechosen from Table 1. They are usuallyoperated
by loweringfrom a boat until they rest in the bottom vegetation, when a remote
release is operated and the sample can be hauled up. Ifpossible theirperformance
should be compared with samples taken in similar vegetation by a diver and a
correction factor applied.

Therootsofmany shallow-rootedplants may beadequately
sampled using corers iii) or iv), but deep-rooted and rhizomatous emergent plants
(e.g. reeds)require equipment such as the Schierupcorer (17; Fig. 4). This is a PVC
tube 150 X 20 cm, 6 mm thick with 5 cm sharpened teeth at the bottom. Two
detachableiron handles(eachmade of 140cmof5cm tubing)are screwed on nearthe
top. Once thecorer has been inserted, by pushingdownwardsand twisting,thetop is
(vi) Undergound corer.
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sealed with a plastic football before withdrawingit. Use of such corers is very hard
work and should be avoided if underground parts are not essential. They are not
suitable for sedimentswith gravel or much sand.

4.3 Accessory sampling equipment. Shears, pruners, knives, trowels, forks,
spades etc may be needed to cut or remove the plants.

4.4

Sample collector. Plantmaterialsampledunderwatershouldbe collectedin
thecorer nets (or in a nylon shopping bag; orin shallowrivers, in a stop netdownstream
ofa tiansect). It may then be washed by agitationinsitu;orremote from thesamplingsite
when diving, to avoid reducing visibility.For bulkier samples of emergent vegetation,
plastic multi-holed containers (e.g. linen baskets) are useful. These need a metal
reinforcement,with handles,aroundthe top. Itisoften convenientifthesecollectorsare a
standard known weight.

4.5 Labelled polythenebags.

Usedto hold aerial material, washedsamplesand
dried samples. Plasticgarden labels are suitablefor labelling. Bagsshould be keptclosed,
e.g. by twist ties. It is convenient if bag + label + tie is also a known standardweight.

4.6 Washing trough. A gently curved troughabout 1 m X 40 cmsupported at a
convenientworking heightand with a coarse (4—10mm mesh)netatthe lowerend. This is

needed for vegetation with closely adhering detritus and algae and for underground
samples with thick mud. The dirty material is placedin the trough and washed with a jet
from a hose(the water pressurewill needto be greater than 0.3 MPa or40p.s.i.), removing
large rubbish by hand. The clean material is combined with the fragmentscollectedin the
net. Various refinements can be developed to improve the selection and correct for
smaller fragments lost. An alternative is. a large sieve.

4.7 Balances. A range of balancessuitable for theweightand bulk ofthefresh and
dried samples, e.g.
(i) Spring balance weighingup to 20 kg
(ii) Self-indicatingbalance weighingup to 1 kg
(iii) Small torsion balance weighingup to 100 g

4.8

Drying-oven. A forced-draughtoven, with somechange ofairisrecommended.
The larger the oven the less sub-sampling is needed.* During drying, respiration,
autolysis, decomposition, volatilization, charring and the hygroscopic nature of the
material can cause errors. Some of these losses can be minimised by drying at a lower
temperature, but this means that drying takes longer,which increasesmany ofthe other
losses. For bulky samples,whichwill not be analysedforparticular organic compounds,
105°C is the best compromise.

4.9 Computer.

Computing facilities are often needed to design the most efficient
sampling programme and analyse the results.

5. Sampling

procedure

5. 1 Sampling design. Ideally thereshould be preliminary trials to select thesize
and shape ofquadrat and the patternofsamplingthatgivethe least variance(18),and the
number of samples that achievesthe required precision.
Unless the weedbed is veryeven, orthe quadrats verylarge,therewill bequadrats(orgrab
samples)without plants, which will produce numerous zero values, and the distribution

of biomass values resulting is difficult to treat statistically.If these empty quadrats are
ignored the resulting mean biomass per unit vegetated (B) area overestimatesthe true
value for the whole area of the sampling site (b). Therefore it is usually necessaryto
determine the proportion of vegetatedquadrats, with plants (p, similar to % cover) and
estimate b as Bp. Unfortunately it is necessary to use a large number of quadrats to
estimate this proportion accurately (usually>100; 18).

For the optimal estimation of biomass it is necessaryto know how the proportion of
quadrats with plants present (p) and the coefficient of variation of biomass (CV =
standarddeviation/mean, for vegetatedquadrats) vary with size and shape of quadrat.
*A suitable large oven is supplied by Russell Lindsay Ltd.
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Given this information,selecta quadratsize and shape that isnot too inconvenient,hasa
low probability of being empty and has a low CV. It is then possible to decide on the
optimal combination of numbers of presence/absence quadrats (N) and biomass
quadrats (n) to attain a required level of precision.

5.2 Numbers of quadrats required. If quadrats without plants are less than

10% ofthe total, the calculationsandwork are relatively simple,butonceempty quadrats

becomemore frequent the optimisationbecomescomplexandallsolutionsare laborious.

area with more than 90% of quadrats with plants (p >0.9). No
presence/absence quadrats are needed. The number of biomass quadrats
required is approximatelyn (12v)/(Xb)2, wherev is the estimatedvariance,b is
the estimated mean of all biomass samples (including zeros)X is the highest
error tolerated, expressed as a proportion of the mean, and t selects the
probabilitythat the meanwill be within the tolerated limitsoferror (forn>10,
90% probability t —l.7, 95% t -2, 99% t —2.). For example, to obtain a
probabilityof95% that the mean is within 10%ofthetrue mean whenthe mean
is 1 and v is 0.09(i.e. CV is 30%), biomassquadratsn = (4X 0.09)/(0.1 X 1)2

(a) Whole

36.

(b) Whole areawith less than 90% of quadratswith plants (p <O.9), but plantsin few,
well-defined, weed-beds.

Restrict sampling to areas of weed-bedsand use method (a) to determine the
number of quadrats required. Survey and measure the areas of the weed beda
and the whole area ofthe siteA (see 19) and calculateb for the wholearea as
B(a/A). No presence/absencequadrats are needed.
(c) Less than 90% ofquadrats with plants (p <0.9),plants scatteredor in numerous,
ill-defined, weed beds.

Presence/absenceand biomass quadrats must be used. The numbers required
canbedecided usingtheprocedure outlined in Section 8,whichgivesequations
and an algorithm. These can be readily converted to program code, including
graphicsappropriate to the computingsystem available. Givenestimatesofthe
proportion ofquadrats with plants (p) and the coefficientofvariation (CV) of
biomass quadrats, plots can be produced of the numbers of presence/absence
quadrats (N) and biomassquadrats (n) required for selectedlevels ofprecision.
Fig. 5 illustratesafairly typicalcase, where60% ofthe quadrats contain plants
and theCV is 20%.To estimate theaverage biomass with a 95% probability of
being within 20% of the true mean, there is a range of suitable sampling
combinations between N = 333, n = 5 andN = 83, n = 20. Since biomass
samplingis often more expensivethan recordingbiomasspresence/absence,the
former end ofthe range would be preferred;but note that ifn = 6 ratherthan 5,
N falls to only 200. Thedifference of 133 presence/absence observationswouldbe
worth more than one extra biomass quadrat in terms of work saved.
Plotting a variety ofexamples enablessome rough generalisationsto be made:
To use less than 200 P/A quadratsp must be greater than40%;and theprecision
required must not be better than 20%, or CV must be less than 10%.
To achieve 10% with less than500PM quadrats,p must exceed50% and theCV
must be less than 10%.

To useless than 10 biomassquadrats and achieve 10% precisiontheCV must be
less than 10%.

IftheCVis less than 25% and theprecisionrequireddoes not exceed 20%it will

rarely be necessaryto use more than 20 biomass quadrats.
Ifthefirst resultsindicatethatsamplingwill be impossiblylaborious,checkthat
the tolerable error or the level of probability have not been set too high, check
thepossibilityofusing method (b), or try to find some stratification or size and
shape of quadrat that will reduce CV.

* For especially
precise investigationsor whenn is calculatedas< l0,t should beobtained

from Student's t-tables and n recalculated.

It may be necessary, at short notice or when low precision is
to
adequate make practicaldecisions,to design a sampling programmeon the
basis ofjudgement and experience without preliminary trials. In dense stands

(d) Short cuts.

adequate estimates are often given by:
— about 15 one square metre quadrats for emergent vegetation;
—

15, 30 cm diameter corer samples for submergedvegetation in lakes;

— 3, 5 m transects across rivers;
all taken according to a stratified random pattern (5.3).
If the successive values of 95% confidence limits, or evenjust the means,are
calculated and plotted against the number of samples, as samples are taken, it
will be possible to see where the curves begin to level out and undergo less
oscillation. In extreme cases it may be sufficient to take samples from a few
quadrats chosen by eye. Data from sitessampled in these ways cannot be used
for quantitative comparisons with other sites and means will often be very
inaccurate.

5.3 Samplingpattern. Thesamplesmaybe taken at regular intervals,at random
or ina stratifiedrandom pattern. Theremay be caseswhereregular samplingiseasiestand

most appropriate but the statistical interpretations of the results will always be suspect
becausethe statistical methods used are based on an assumption of random sampling.

In many situations,especially wherevariation occursalong environmntalgradients (e.g.
from shallow to deep water, from SW to NE exposure),stratified random sampling will
reduce the varianceand hencethe number ofsamplesneeded(19).In this typeofsampling
pattern the area to be sampled isdivided intostrata, i.e. areas that are seenorexpectedto
be different. For example the strata from shallow to deep water could be between
successive increasesin depth of 1 m (Fig. 6a),oratavery varied site theycould be theareas
dominated bydifferentspecies orareas with differentsediments.The simplestapplication
is to take equal numbersofrandom samples,not less thanthree, but usuallymany more,
within each equal-sized stratum. If the strata are demarked by actual contours or
boundaries the strata will often be of unequal sizes. For convenienceequal numbers of
random samples may still be taken in each stratum (Fig. 6b) and the individual stratum
means for biomass may be weighted by the stratum areas to calculate the overall mean
biomass (see 6.4b).

However,these simple approaches may not achievethe required level ofprecision of the
overall mean biomass and are wasteful of sampling effort. The most straight-forward
approach to selectingsample numbers, and achievinga certain level of precisionfor the
biomassofeach stratum, and overall,is toapply the methodsdescribedin 5.2and Section
8, using preliminary observations foreach stratum of the proportions ofquadratswith
plants present (p) and the coefficients of variation (CV). This gives the sampling
requirements for each stratum and hence the whole site. This is an inefficientapproach
becauseit takes no account ofthe relativeareas orcosts ofsamplingofeach stratum, and
because large nurbers of samples would be taken in strata that have low cover and
biomassand a high variance,whichcontribute a negligible amount to the overallerrorof
the mean biomass for all strata.

If no presence/absencequadrats areneeded(methods5.2a or 5.2b)themostcost-effective
approach is to relate the numbers ineach stratum to thearea,varianceofthe biomassand
cost per quadrat of sampling in that stratum, using:
mr X(MrSr)/ Cr wherem is the areasampled in stratum r (no. timesareaofquadrats),M.
is thetotal areaofstratumr,S is thestandard deviation of biomasssamples in stratumr
andc, is the cost(perquadrat in time ormoney)ofsamplingin stratum r. Relativelylarger
numbers of samplesare taken in stratathatare unusuallyvariable and smaller numbersin
strata that are unusuallyexpensiveto sample.
The budgetgiven for theproject sets the maximum number ofsamplespossible,which is
divided up between the strata. Calculate the weighted variance of the biomass of the
vegetated area (B) as:
V

= Er { (Mg.)1. Vr} / ( ErMg.)1

wherer's are stratum numbers,Mr's are stratum areas, andVg.'S are preliminaryestimates
ofvariance within each stratum. Then calculateapproximate valuesof therelativelimits
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of error obtained (with 95% probability)from X = 2v/B. If these confidencelimits are
unacceptable, other ways of reducing the variance must be sought, or the budget
increased,or the project rethought.
It is notpossible to givesimplerules about theoptimum allocation of samplingeffort to
each stratum when presence/absence quadrats are needed (method 5.2c), though the
effectiveness ofpossiblesamplingschemeswithin the budget can be assessed by trial and
error, usingthe procedurein Section8 tocalculateestimatesofthe variancesofindividual
strata, and hence wholesite means and approximateconfidencelimits,for each scheme.
In complexfield situations stratain theotherhorizontal dimensionmay also beused.All
these procedures enable the variance to be partitioned into components representing
strata differences, within strata variation and sub-samplingerrors. Further details of
stratified sampling and methods for calculating standard errors (S.E.) of the overall
means and for the analysis ofvariance of the results should be sought in statistical texts
(e.g. 20, 21), or by obtaining statistical advice.
Location of quadrats. A preliminary survey (see 22) and a mapof the lake
vegetation should be used to prepare grids of potential quadrats over each area to be
sampled, numberedindividuallyor by rectangular coordinates (Fig. 6). Random number
tables ora random number generator, are usedto selectthe quadrats fromeach stratum to
make the required total ofP/Aquadratsfrom the wholesite(N,see 5.2;Fig. 7). A random
sub-set ofthose which contain weed, within each stratum, is used for the actual biomass
samples(n; Fig. 7). Inthe fieldit is notnecessaryto usegreataccuracy(i.e.greater than 1%
of the length of the whole site to be sampled) to locate these quadrats, as long as the
procedure is consistent and this freedom is not exploited to select areas that look more
interesting or less arduous. A rapid techniquefor locating positions in lakes is appended
after this method.

5.4

All the quadrats (with agenerousallocation ofspares) should be selectedbefore starting
to sample, so that the most efficientand least damaging sequence of sampling can be
worked out.

it will be necessaryto reject quadratsand replace them by another random
selection;for example, when:
(i) Quadrats have been previously selected, either for the current or on an earlier
sampling occasion.
(ii) Quadrats are adjacent (i.e. within 1 V2 times the height of the vegetation) to
quadrats used for earlier sampling occasions.
Sometimes

(iii) Quadrats are damagedby reachingother quadrats duringthe current or earlier
sampling.
(iv) Quadrats are impossible to reach. This should be avoided if at all possible.

In rivers, quadrats aredirectly downstream of a quadrat previously sampled. The
upstream quadrats often have weed trailing downstream for 1—3 m, which is lost
whenthey aresampled.Alsosamplingexposessedimentswhichare thenerodedfora
(v)

similar distance downstream.

(vi) Quadrats contain rare species.
Note that rejection of (vi) and possibly(iv) introduces a bias into the results and such
rejection should be reported.
Quadrats occupied by bare rocks, structures etc. should be treated as 'zero' or 'absent'
quadrats.

5.5 Recording percentage cover.* Presence or absence of plants is recorded
for all the P/A quadrats or grab samples,so thatNquadrats haveplants presentoutofN
total. It will be necessary to decideon a standard for 'presence' (e.g. at least 3 shoots m2,
*

This is not the most accurate method ofdeterminingthe truepercentage ofthesurface

coveredby plants, but it is the appropriate method for correcting the biomassdatafor
the presence of quadrats without plants and will give comparative data. See 22 for
other percentage cover methods.

>30 g fr. wt m2, >0.05 of mean biomass), though this need only be a visual assessment.
Thepercentagecover, 100 N/N, may be useddirectlyasacrude measureofabundance,
or as a good measure of the visual impact of the plants. However the biomass
correspondingto a particular cover value mayvary by a factor ofthreeand the hydraulic
effects of the plants will be even less correlated.

5.6 Collection of biomass samples.

To obtain accuratemeasurements
of
bi3mass it is necessaryto remove all the plant material associated with the area of the
biomass quadrats and no more. To reduce edge errors a convention appropriate to the
vegetationand the samplershould be established, e.g. include only shoots rooted in the
quadrat,or include only material within theupward projection ofthe quadrat or, include
all material taken by thestandard method ofoperating thesampler. In rivers,with plants
trailingdownstream,cutfirstat thedownstreamedgeand let the severedmaterialgo;then
cutfrom theupstreamedge,andcollectthematerial.It may be necessarytoloosenhardor
compact substrata (e.g. with a smallfork)to includethe roots.Toreduce subsequentsubsampling errors, particularly if the plant material from one quadrat has to be divided
between more than one samplecollector, it is advisable to remove whole shoots (rather
than place the upper parts in one collector and thelower parts in another). When taking
directsampleswhichwill needto besorted intospecies it is often easiertoplace thespecies
into separate collectors rather than sort later (Fig. 7). In most cases it is sufficient to
separate the dominant species from the others in every third sample (see below).
With these precautions in mind the plant material is pulled or raised and placed in a
sample collector.

5.7 Site records.

For eachsiterecordthe depth and anyother features likelyto be
relevant to the investigation, e.g. exposure, shade, flow, sediment, grazing intensity,
recent management,depth at lowerlimitofplants (Z). Separaterecords foreach quadrat
may be needed.

5.8 Initial washing, draining

and wet weights. Most washing is
convenientlycarriedout by agitation in the sample collector at a field base. Washingat
the sampling site, especiallyin lakes, will obscure the operator's vision. The material is
then drained for a standard time (e.g. 15 mm.), weighed and placedin a closed,labelled
polythenebag. Samples should be kept underwater, or in polythene bags in a cool place,
until returned to the laboratory wherethey should be placed, still in polythene bags, in a
cold store (<5°C).

5.9 Estimation of water content by sub-sampling. If sufficient oven

capacity is available it is best to dry all the samples, but it is often necessaryto dry only
sub-samples. If the field draining procedure is well standardised and each sample is
representativeofits quadrat vegetation,it is sufficient to take every third sample,oreven
every tenth if samples are very numerous, and homogenous (Fig. 7).

If any further washing or sorting is needed at the laboratory the samples must be
redrained and reweighed, and if only a few samples have been sorted a 'rubbish'
correction will have to be applied to all the others(Fig. 7) by assuming foreignmatter is
proportional to total weight of sample.

5. 1 0 Drying. The plantmaterial is spread thinlyin trays linedwith greaseproofpaper
and dried at 105°C in a forced-draughtoven for about 15 hr. It should becheckedthat the

procedure and equipment used achievesa constant weight after this time. Then the hot,
dried material is placed in sealed polythene bags (e.g. with twist-ties,or usinga vacuum
heatsealer), with as little air aspossible,andallowedto cool beforeweighing. (Dried plant
material will take up about 10% of its weight from moist air.)
Any foreign matter removed during sorting should also be dried and weighed.

Ifanalyses are to be carried outsmallsub-samples
ofdried materialwill be needed. To reduce thenumber of analysesdried materialmay be
pooled (e.g. all samplesfrom one stratum, Fig. 7). Crush 50—lOOgofthe dried material
(e.g. within a stout polythene bag, usinga rolling-pin)immediatelyafterweighing, pool
and mix thoroughly.Replicatesub-samplesare then taken bydistributingall the material
over a large surfacewith a smallsamplecollector set flush in the centre, using numerous
passesin severaldirections. Repeatthe wholeprocessforeach replicate.Thusthesamples
receive both fine and coarse particles.
5.11 Further sub-sampling.
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The replicatesare ground in a star-beater millto pass a 1 mm sieve.Itisvery important to
clean out the mill completely and to thoroughly mix all the ground material before
analysis.

Iffurther foreignmatter is found (e.g. smallstones) further correctionsto thedryweights
may be needed.
See also the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheriesand Food publication (23).

6. Calculations

6.1 Dry weights. Use the dry weights determined, and the corresponding wet
weights of species and total quadrat samples (or sub-samples)to calculate mean dry
matter contents (mg g'). Use these to convert all the wet weights to dry weights. When
species havebeensorted separately,combinetheirdryweightsto givetotal dry weights for
each quadrat (g).

6.2 Proportionsof species.

From the total dry weightofall the sorted quadrats,
and the total dry weights of each of the separated species, calculate the proportions of
each species present (parts of 1 or %).

6.3 Biomass of vegetated areas. Divide the wet weight of each sample
(summing the separate species if they have been sorted) by the area of the sampler or
quadrat (in m) to convert to biomassper sq. metre, and use the mean dry matter content
to convert these to mean dry weights and 95% confidencelimits.Often biomassesare
not normally distributed and it is better to use a logarithmic transformation before

()

calculating statistics (24).

6.4

Biomass of site.
(a) Non-stratified sampling.

If only biomassquadrats have been used and thewhole site has been randomly
sampled (method 5.2a),the mean biomassfor the wholesite is the simplemean
of the biomass for all the quadrats:
1' = LB/n.
If only biomass quadrats have been used and only vegetated areas have been
sampled (method 5.2b) the mean biomass for the vegetated areas is the simple
mean of the biomass for all the quadrats:

B= SB/n.
Then multiply this by the ratioof vegetatedarea (a) to total area (A) to obtain
the biomass for the whole site:

b = B(a/A).
If both biomassand presence/absencequadratshave been used (method 5.2c),
find the proportion ofthe total number ofquadrats observedthat have plants
present (p = Nt/N). Then the biomass of the whole site: (b) is Bp (g m2).

(b) Stratifiedsampling.

If stratifiedsamplinghas beenused theweighted mean for thesite is thesum of
stratum means multipled by theirareas, divided by the total areaof all strata:

b=

r

(br. Mr )/Ir (Mr)

6.5 Confidence limits of means
(a) Non-stratified sampling.

For methods 5.2a and 5.2b theconfidencelimitsofb canbe calculated directly
from the individualestimatesofvariancein the normal way (assumingthat the
errors of measuring areas are negligible). See Section 8 for details of the
calculation of confidence limits for b when method 5.2c has been used.
(b) Stratified sampling.
The variance of the mean for an individual stratum (v,) and confidence limits
may be calculated using the methods from 6.5a above. The variance of the
estimate of the site mean is the sum of stratum variances (Vr) multipliedby the
stratumareas(Mr) squared,and divided by the total areaofall stratasquared:

= ,r ((Al,)2 .Vr

1/ (,i'i4,)2

Accurate calculations of confidencelimits, especially when unequal numbers
and areas, and presence/absence quadrats have been used, involve careful
considerationofthe appropriate degreesoffreedom, and are beyond the scope
of this manual. Statistical advice should be sought. Formost practical purposes
theoverall mean ± twice its standard error canbe used as an approximation to
95% confidence limits.

6.6 Analysis of variance This may be used to apportion the total variance
betweenstrata,replicationand sub-samplingerrors, but the detailsare beyond the scope
of this manual. Statistical texts (e.g. 20, 21) or a statistician should be consulted.

6.7 Productivity.

Biomass

only if:

data may be used as an estimate of annual production

(a) the growth pattern of the whole community has a single maximum seasonal
biomass and the samples are taken at the time of the maximum;
(b) no losses of biomass (by mortality, grazing or damage) occur before the
maximum biomass;
(c) at the time of the maximum no material from the previous year is included;
(d) the entire plant (above- and under-ground material) is sampled.

It isdifficultto becertainthat theseconditionsaremet without considerableexperienceor
study and many of the procedures needed to confirm their validity, or to correct the
resultsifthey are not met, are very time-consuming(25).True annualproduction maybe

between 0.5 and 3.5 times the seasonal maximum biomass and this ratio varies with
species,siteand year(26).It is thereforedifficultto use standard ratios, but there are times
when they may be useful (see 26 to select appropriate ratios).

Intheabsenceoflosses,theproductivityofshortperiods (one tofourweeks)is close tothe
rate of change of biomass or, if translocation is not occurring, the rate of change of
standing crop (above-ground) may be used. However, it may be difficult to determine
biomass with sufficient precision to obtain significantdifferencesover short periods.
7. Analyses

All analyses, except for chlorophyll, are carried out on dried sub-samples. Ifaccurate
determinationsofminor constituents are planned, it is betterto takeand prepare samples
specificallyfor that purpose (27).

7.1 Chlorophyll. This

must be determined on fresh material, which is most
convenientlycollectedby taking extra sub-samples. For suitable procedures see the IBP
Manual of Methods for Primary Production (25), see also the booklet in this series(40).

7.2 Other analyses

must becarried outon material re-dried,cooled inadesiccator
and weighed immediately before use.

7.3 Organic weight.

g'

Dry waterplantsusuallycontainabout 200 mg ash, but
contain
over
500
samples may
mg when external carbonates are present that do not
wash off. It is usual to determine the organic weightas dry weight minusthe ash weight
and to express other constituents in terms of the organic weight.

g

Combust weighed replicatesat 550°Cin a mufflefurnace untilonly ashremains. The loss
in weightis assumed to be the organic weight.(On the rare occasions when magnesium
carbonate is a significantcomponent this assumption is not valid because it starts to
decompose at lower temperatures.)

7.4 Major

components. Standard methods to determine organic carbon and
nitrogen, crude protein, carbohydrate and fat may be used (23, 28). High amounts of
carbonate may interferewith organiccarbon determinationsand should beremoved by a
preliminary treatment with dilute acetic acid or sulphur dioxide vapour applied to
moistened material.
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7.5 Oxygen demand. For somepurposesestimatesofthe oxygen demand of the
dead plant material arerequired. The total potential demand, equivalentto the carbon
content ofthe vegetation,is I gO (gdry wt)',ormore accurately2.67 g02 (gcarbon)'.
The cumulativeoxygen demand expected in the six days after death is much less:
1.5 + 4.5 B, expressed as g02 m2, when B is the biomass in kg wet wt m2 (29).

7.6 Metal content.
8. Estimation of the
numberof

quadrats required

for biomass

estimates of
selected precision,
using the Method c.
(Section5.2).

Suitable techniques are described or listed in (30).

Assumed sampling procedure and definitions:

N random presence/absencequadratsof which N are vegetated.

N
-B & S are the mean and standard deviation of the n biomass
quadrats.
n random biomassquadrats are randomlyselectedfrom the

vegetatedquadrats.

—

CV = S/B

—
p—Ne/N
NB. n p.N because there are only N known quadrats with biomass.
The overall biomass density (gm m2), b = B.p

An unbiased estimate of the variance ofb is:
2

[N (N - I) s211+ F N (N - N )
[N (N-I)n i
L' (N-I) ]

B21

I

2

Eq.1

I

The coefficientof variation CVb of b is approximately given by:

(CVb) =

CV2
—

n

+

(I-p)

Eq. 2

p.N

Approximatea% confidencelimitsfor theoverall mean biomassdensityareb +L,where:

L=t.s

Eq.3

=

ta— 1.7 fora= 90%,ta'2.Ofora 95% andta= 2.9for

deviation of b (from Eq.

= 99%ands isthestandard

1).

Thefollowingalgorithm usesestimatesofCVandp (as obtained in preliminarytrials)to
calculatethe combinationsofN andn quadrat numberswhichwill give a required level of
precision to the confidencelimits of;
(a) Decide the level ofprecisionrequired forestimatesofthe overall biomass with
a% confidence limits within true mean ±X.b. Enter X, CV, p. and t value
corresponding toa.
(b)

Letn= 1

(c) Let C = (X2/t2) — (CV2/n)
(d)

IfC<Ogoto(j)

(e)

LetN[(l/p)— l]"C

(0 IfN<n/pgoto(i)
(g)

n and N are a validcombinationofsamplesizes —print-out, orploton graph of
n vs log. N, one curve for each combination of a and X tested.

(h)

Letn=n+

1

(i) Go to (c)
(j) Stop (or go to (a))
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Often CV andp will be knownonly very approximately.Tosee howthis mightaffectyour
decisionsCV and p can be varied over their likely range and the valid (N,n) quadrat
numbers plotted (Fig. 8).

Thefinal choice ofquadrat numbers (N,n) will usuallybe acompromise betweenthecost
ofsamplingtheoptimal combinationofbiomassand presence/absencequadratsand the
precision and probability of the biomass estimate calculated from Eq. 3.
9. Addresses of

Suppliers

RussellLindsay Ltd, 60—62 Constitution Hill, Birmingham 19, England.
Ramsden ScientificInstruments Ltd, Carlone House,RamsdenBellhouse,Church Road,

Billericay, Essex. CM11 1RR, England.
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Table 1. Remote sampling apparatus for macrophytes
Type of apparatus

Suggestedapplications and
limitations

Reference

Grapnel

uniform cross-section, low
biomass; small root systems

31

Pronged grab

luxuriant vegetation; roots only
from soft sediments

32

Ekman grab

short plants, soft sediments;
small root systems
short plant, hard bottom;
small root systems
tall upright vegetation; small
root systems; <3m

33

Quadrat frame sampler

medium height, soft sediments;
small root systems

36

Closing cylindrical
sampler
Toothed grab

upright plants <40 cm; damaging,
small root systems;<2 m

37

most stands, fairly soft sediments;
not very dense stands, large root
systems; heavy
medium height, soft sediments;
small root systems, <2.5 m

38

Petersen grab
(modified)

Rotary sampler

Box sampler

34
35

39

or suit

I

treatment

I

investigation in mind.)

I

Wash or hose

1
Whole plant

Depth

High

Usually includes roots.
Wash.

I

with buoys & net

Boat

Shore base

Corer

> 10 m
from shore
from shore

Distance

w

& grab

See Tab.1.
Rinse

See Tab.1.
Wash

Include roots

St. crop or biomass?

(faster)

Boat

Omit roots

Low

1-i

>1.5m

Precision

of water

Suit & SCUBA

<1.5m

<10 m

In Water

w

thosethat are most likely to be made; they are not obligatoryand should be taken with the circumstancesof each particular

Rinse or wash

I

Use root
corer. Hose

(N.B. the decisions suggested here are merely

No

Above ground

biomass?

Simple corer

Wood quadrat
St. crop

Submerged

I

Suit & snorkel

6Ocm-1.5m

of water

Emergent

1
Whole plant

St. crop or biomass?

Suit

Thigh waders

Thigh waders

metal quadrat
I
Life-form

3Ocm-6Ocm

Depth

On Bank

Position of plant

of some of the possible 'riants of the method

<30 cm

'iagram

Above ground

Fig.

1

Fig 2 Simple corer

Nylon mesh (ca.1 cm)

Arm slits
Elastic

Reinforcement

I

Sharp edge
I—-— Typically 30cm ——I

(Constructto optimum size)

Typically 25cm
(Constructto optimum size)

Fig 3 Corer suspension

Three piece frame
Buoy

Butterfly bolts or wing nuts
Pulley on swivel

Rigging clamp
Tied at convenient height

Rope> 2x max. depth

Corer
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Fig 4 Schierup corer for underground parts (17)
25cm
Plastic ball
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-
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150cm
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Fig 5 Possible combinations of numbers of
presence/absence and biomass quadrats to
achieve 95% probability of the true mean being
within certain limits when 60% of the quadrats
contain plants and the coefficient of variation
of biomass in occupied quadrats is 20%
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(Scales exaggerateedge and neighbour problems).

Five 1 m by 1 8m transects selected at random, running from shore to limit of vegetation,
each divided into three 6m strata, 1 m2 quadrats. Transects 14 and 1 6 rejected because
of low probability of obtaining 9 quadrats (p would be <O•9). Three random quadrats
in each stratum; two without weed used as zero values. Areas ABCD, EFGHD and IJKLC
measured.

8 9 10

with even, well-defined weed-beds suitable for method b (see 5.2b).

Fig 6 Simplified examples of stratified

1

b) In a bay, mapping not feasible, method c used (see 5.2c).

Fig 6 Simplified exampIes' stratified biomass sampling
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(Scales exaggerate edge
and neighbour problems).
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Random sampling would continue until the required total number

of presence/absencequadrats had been observed.

metre depth intervals, 1m2 quadrats.
A grid of 1 m squares is superimposed (shown only at margins) and all quadrats within the areas to be sampled are numbered (shown only at edges of strata).
0—1 m, quadrats 1—120; of the first 17 random selections 7 contain no weed and are used for presence/absence only (4, 11, 12, 27, 41, 43, 74); 10 are used
as biomass quadrats as well as presence/absencequadrats (1 8, 54, 64, 78, 87, 90, 92, 95, 98, 107).
1—2 m, quadrats 121—198; 1 of the first 11 random selections contains no weed (145), 10 are biomass and P/A quadrats (125, 137, 149, 151, 156, 163, 1 71,
190, 192, 196).
2—3 m, quadrats 199—343; 2 of the first 12 contain no weed (229, 307), 10 are biomass and P/A quadrats (206, 224, 235, 237, 249, 266, 279, 281, 31 5, 333).
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(suitable for accurate determination of total dry biomass and major chemical components; and for
estimation of species composition by dry weight).

Fig 7 Diagram

Fig 8 Influence of proportion of occupied quadrats (p)
and coefficient of variation for biomass quadrats (CV)
on the numbers of presence/absence and biomass
quadrats required to achieve 95% probability of the
true mean being within 0.2 of the estimated mean
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A Basic Guide to the Use of the
Optical Square for Position Fixing

a simple guide to the use of the optical square for position
with
a
view
to
fixing,
facilitating vegetationsurvey. It is not a guide to its use in formal
if
surveying practice; such highly accurate results are required, then reference must be
made to Ordnance Survey literature.
These notes are meant to be

The optical square is a hand held device with threeprisms whicharesetso astogivethree
images, one ofanobjectstraight ahead andthe others ofobjectsatninety degreestoeither
side. The three images are formed one above the other so that alignments can be very
rapidly checked. It is particularly useful in transect work, since it enables both end
markers of atransect line to be viewed simultaneously,thus givinga checkon any drifting

off the line.
By referenceto the appropriate O.S. map (ofthe largestavailablescale) asuitable transect
line is defined between two markers which are obvious both on the map and on site.
Suitable markers would be corners of buildings,boathouses, fenceor wall ends etc., in

fact any permanent structure unaffected by change in water level. (In this context a
tangent to the shore of an island would be suitable if the shore sloped steeply, a gently
sloping shore would be affected too much by fluctuations in water level).

Having establisheda transect line, intermediatestations are then fixed at intervalsalong
its length by means of intersections.Three intersecting linesare recommended,i.e. two
plus the transect line to establishan intermediatestation. The intersectionsare produced
in the same way as the transect line by alignment through permanent markers; to
minimise errors in this operation, each intersectionshould ideallybe about 45° from the
transect line. When surveying a very large water body it may be necessaryto use the
facility ofthrowinga rightanglefrom the intersectionline to a shoremark to givethethird
point of reference.
Having establishedintermediatestations, itisnecessaryto mark them; poles arepreferred
for this, but in deep water buoys may havetobe used.In this eventit must be remembered
that a buoy tends to driftabout its theoretical position due to theinfluenceof wind and
water movement.

The intermediate stations are then regarded as fixed points, set at convenient distance
(30—60metres)apart,andpoints along the transect linecan then be locatedby referenceto
the fixed points either by direct measurement(tape or range finder) or by estimation.
An intermediatestation can alsobe usedas a centrefor secondarytransects consistingofa
series of lines radiating from the station to shore marks.
Figure 9 demonstrates the methods in graphical form.

It is good practice to confirm that shore features being used as markers correspond to
theirpositionsas indicatedon the map, since it occasionallyhappens that a buildingmay
have been rebuilt or a fence moved since the previous O.S. survey.
It must also be emphasised that good survey practice ideallyrequires threestraight line
intersections to establish an intermediate station, though two may be acceptable. The
right angle facility should only be used as a check of say estimated distance along a
transect line. Referring to the sketch map, points B and D are well established, C is
acceptable and A is acceptable to confirm a measured or estimated distance from B.
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Known suppliersof optical squares in Britain
Clarkson & Co Ltd, 1 Brixton Hill Place, London SW2 IHL
Telephone 01 671 5454, telex 947618

Hall & Watts Ltd, 266 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts ALl 4UN
Wild Heerbrugg (UK) Ltd, Revenge Road, Lordswood, Chatham, Kent ME5 8TE
Telephone Medway 64471/5

W.F. Stanley & Co Ltd, 33 Avery Hill Road, New Eltham, London SE9 2BW
Telephone 01 850 5551, telex 896414
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Fig 9 Use of optical square to fix positions for sampling vegetation

/

/

tower

Hotel

I

Public house

House

Transect Line fixedby sighting from Hotel corner to fence corner.
A.

Point fixed by 900 sighting fromtransect line to fence end.

B.

Intermediatestation fixed by intersections:-

D.

(i) ChurchTower to Fence Junction tangential to island shore.
(ii) Monument to Public House.

(i) Boathouseto fence end.
(ii) Monument to house corner.

(iii) Transect Line.
C.

(iii)
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TransectLine.

E.

Marginal vegetation clump located by 90° projection from point
on transect line measuredfrom IntermediateStation D.

F.

SecondaryTransectfrom IntermediateStation B
(sewage works building).

Intermediatestation fixedby intersection:(i) Boathouseto Church tower.
(ii) Transect Line.

Intermediatestation fixed by intersection:-

to shore mark

Measurement of Underwater Light
D.F. Westlake

Symbols and
abbreviations

Throughout 'water' meansthe whole water, i.e. the pure water itselfplus any dissolvedor
suspended materials.

A
A2

E
e

=

— Attenuance of PAR for whole water between depths zi and Z2
C(Z2 — Zt),
to
absorbance.
See
Sections
2.6
and
3.2.
analogous
— Attenuance of water column between 0.1 m
depth and z m depth. See
Section 4.4.
— Immersion error correctionfactor, truesub-surfacetransmissiondivided
by
observed sub-surfacetransmission (l00—R)/U. See Section 7.
— Base of natural logarithms.

=

Jo

— Height of sun above horizon in degrees. See Tab. 1.
— Meter readings of irradianceuncorrectedforscaleand immersionerror. See
Sections 4.2 and 5.2.
— Insolation = Total irradiance received on a horizontal surface from sun
and sky at an unshaded site;J m2 (orj.tEm2 s '). SeeSections2.6and5.5.
— PAR irradiancereceivedon the water surface. See Sections 2.5 and 2.6.

IJ, 24

—

H
I

I

s'

PAR irradiancesat the water surface before and after a corresponding
reading of 1. See Section 5.2.
— PAR irradiance immediately below the water surface
(after reflection
losses). See Section 2.6.
—

PAR irradiancereceived on a horizontal surface atdepthz.See Sections2.6
and 5.5.
Linearscalefactor on irradiance meters. See Sections 3.2 and 5.2.

K

—

k

—

A

—

Amplificationfactor. See Fig. 1.
Local shadefactorla/I. See Sections 5.2 and 5.5.

In

—

Natural logarithm.

PAR

—

Photosynthetically available radiation, between 400
Section 2.4.

R

—

Reflection, % of incident irradiance reflected at the surface
See Sections 4.3, 5.4, 6 and 7. and Tab. 1.

S

—

Secchi depth, limitofvisibility ofstandard disc. See Sections3.1,4.1and 5.1,
and also Fig. 5.

—

Reading

—

% transmission to depth z l00..1/1. Includes surface reflection loss.
See Sections 2.6, 3.2, 4.3 and 5.5

T,0

U

z

and 700 nm. See

= l00.1'/1.

of 97c transmission to depthz on transmission meter. May need
correction for accurate measurementsof transmission. See Section 5.3.

— % transmission immediatelyunder the surface, 100—R. See Section 5.4.
— The apparent % transmission immediately under the water surface
uncorrectedfor immersion error. See Section 7.lb.
— Voltage produced by surface sensor
See Fig. 1.
— Voltage produced by underwater sensor
— Depth below water surface. See Section 2.6.
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1. Summary of
methods

—

Shallower of two depths

Z2

—

Deeperof two depths

Zo

—

Subscript indicating measurement immediatelyunder the water surface.
See Section 5.4.

e

— The effective vertical attenuation coefficient for a defined waveband
(usually PAR) £ [in (I lIz, )]/(Z2 — zi). See Section 2.4.
— The vertical attenuation coefficientfor the most penetrating wavelength.
See Sections 2.4 (iii) and 5.4.

1.1

See Sections 2.6 and 5.4.

a

Properties determined
(i) Limit of visibilityof Secchi disc.
(ii) The absolute irradiance on a horizontal surface at a depth, usually as
photosyntheticallyactive radiation between 400 & 700 nm (PAR).
(iii) The PAR at a depth relative to the incident PAR (percentage transmission).
(iv) The effective 'absorbance' (strictly, the vertical attenuation coefficient, see
Section 2.6) of the whole water (for PAR).
(v) The effective 'absorbance' in defined wavebands.
(vi) The illuminationat a depth.

1 .2

Habitats sampled. Most staticor flowing inland or coastal waters.

1.3 Basis of method
(i) The depth ofthe limitofvisibilityofa standard Secchi disc is determined.Very
approximate conversions to vertical attenuation coefficientsmay be made, or
readings may be calibrated for an individual water body against photometer
readings.

(ii) The determination of the irradianceat thesurfaceandata seriesofdepths using
a sensor weighted for the selected 'target' spectral response.Thesignal may be
measured as mV or RA according to the circuitry.
1 .4 Form of data. Quantitative. The precision of sensor measurements depends
mainly on the variability ofthe sub-surfaceirradiance or, undergood conditions, on the
instrumentation (1% of full scale deflection). The accuracy, depending mainly on the
calibration and the fit ofthe sensor to the target, is usuallyabout ±5%. If the absolute
calibration is suspect, accurate relative data can be obtained provided the cells are
matched.

1.5 Units
(i) Depth: m.

m s'

(ii) PAR (400— 700 nm); J
(or i.tEinsteins
(iii) Transmission:% surface irradiance.

ms

see 2.4).

(iv) Vertical attenuation coefficient(400— 700 nm): in reciprocal metres (m) and
expressed to the base of natural logarithms (e).

for narrow wavebands, e.g. Emin, red
(—600—700nm), green (——470-610 nm) and blue(—360-500 nm) irradiance, are

(v) Vertical attenuation coefficients

also in m' and should be quoted with appropriate wavebands.
(vi) Illumination: klux.

1 .6 Range of application. From above the maximum PAR irradiance that may
occur in the British Isles (—500 J PAR m2 s', 120 klux), through normal sunny noon
values(—350J
s', 80 klux), down to 0.003 J s orO.3lux(thelux instrumentsare
more sensitive than the energyinstruments). Underwater,down to the irradiance at the
limit ofthecable (usually30 m), or to I X
ofsummer noon daylight.This corresponds
to an attenuation coefficient of 12 in 1 m or 0.4 in 30 m.

m

m

l0

30

1 .7

Interferences.

Shadows,

reflections, unwanted wave-bands, local turbidity.

1 .8 Errors. Surface and submerged readings not simultaneous, optical immersion
and cosine errors, spectral shifts, water columns with layers of varying attenuance,
natural variability. Observer differences when using Secchi disc.
1 .9

Logistics. In goodconditions theattenuation coefficientcan be measuredin 30
in shallow water, rather longer in deep water. Measurementsmay takemuch longer
whenthe surface irradiance is changing rapidly. (Notincludingaccesstime.) Secchidisc
readings are much quicker.
mm

2. Introduction

2.1 Furtherinformationon light may be found in the book by Kirk (1).

2.2 Standards and conventions. Detailed decisionson the exact aims of the

measurements are needed if the most precise and appropriate method of measuring
irradiance is to be selected. In practice various standards and conventions are adopted
which allow some relaxations of these requirements. The emphasis in these
recommendationsis on the measurement of irradiance for general ecologicalpurposes
including the optical classification of waters, the efficiency of energy fixation, the
photosynthesis of phytoplankton, periphytic algae and macrophytes, the transpiration
and net radiation balance of plant stands and the illumination of underwater objects.
However, it is often possible, without great expense or inconvenience, to select a
modification for a specific purpose.

2.3 Quantitative response.

Ideally, the response curve of the sensor should
match the response curve of the organism (the target), includingany initial negative or
thresholdfeatures, theregion whereincreasinglightincreasesresponse,the region oflight
saturation and any region of inhibition. For ecological applications a compromise is
necessarybecausemany differentresponsesandmany species andindividuals(adapted to
differentlight climates, with differentthreshold,slopeandsaturationparametersfor their
response curves)are involved. Alsoa non-linear response is useless for measurementsof
optical properties.Usuallyalinearinstrumentresponse to all levels ofirradiance is used,
and the significance of the levels observedis assessed by comparison with the response
curves of organisms.

2.4 Spectral response.

Again,ideally,the spectral responseof the sensor should
be the same as the spectral response of the organism (the target) and a compromise is
necessarybecausemany species and individuals, with differing spectral sensitivities,are
involved. There are several possible targets, all of which limit the response to
photosynthetically available radiation (PAR; by convention 400 — 700 nm*), which
includes the wavelengths that are most directly useful to most aquatic organisms
(ultravioletwavebandsare usuallydamaging, infrared usuallyact indirectlyas heatand
both are rapidly absorbed underwater).
(i) Equal quantum response,400—700 nm. This is based on the fact that (withinthis
waveband) quanta (photons) absorbed by the photopigment may be equally
active in producing photochemical action, whatever their wavelength(e.g. 8
quanta of red light or 8 quanta of blue light will produce 1 molecule of
carbohydrate during light-limited photosynthesis).Also spectral shift errors
will be avoided(seesection 7.4). Againstthese advantages,the absorption varies
greatly with wavelength, light saturation negates the equivalence and
underwater values of photon flux density ('irradiance') are not readily and
accurately converted into energy values if these are needed. This response is
most useful for biophysicalinvestigations.Results are in xEinsteins m2
(ii) Equal energy response, 400—700 nm. This is preferred for general ecological
work because spectral responses in the field, including the effects of light
saturation and absorption by pigments and cell components, are often more
level when expressed in energy than in quanta. Also production biology and
discussionsof the efficiency of use and distribution of incident energy require
energy values which (apart from white light) cannot be easily obtained from

s.

* For
about the conventional limits.
ecologicalpurposesthereis somedisagreement

Most commerciallyavailableapparatus limits the response to 400—700 nm, but some
conventions extend the range down to 350 nm and up to 720 nm.
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quanta values. The spectral shift error may become important but this is really
more ofan inconveniencethan an error (see section 7.4). Resultsare in J m2
S

(iii) Most penetrating wavelength response. In most waters this is in the green
waveband (550—600 nm). This is close to the peak sensitivity of unmodified
seleniumphotocells which used to be used as sensors and are still usefulas the
basis for cheap and simple instruments. Spectral shift errors are reduced
(section7.4). An approximate conversionfactoris availableforconversionsto
PAR (energy)but such sensorsare usuallyused for relative measurementssuch
as % transmission.
(iv) Red, green, blue or narrowwaveband responses. These enable the spectral
attenuances of different waters to be compared (water colour), andovercome
spectral shift errors (Section 7.4) and some immersion error (Section 7.1).
(v) Action spectrum response. The spectral response of such sensors follows the
spectral sensitivity of the selected response of the selected organism (e.g.
photosynthesisbygreen plants) taking absorption andenergytransfersbetween
pigments('enhancement') into account. There are such photosynthesissensors
availablebut they are not suitablefor other purposes. Even for photosynthetic
measurementsthe action spectrum ofplants is not constant, is only known well
for a few common plants, and it is assumed that photosynthesis responses
linearly to irradiance throughout all values.
(vi) Illumination response. This is an international standard for the response ofthe
average human eye, used only where light needs to be measured for human
activities. It is a specialapplication ofan action spectrum,but takes no account
of theadaptability of human vision to levels ofirradiance. Resultsare in klux.

2.5 Angular response. Similarlytheideal angular response would be thesame as
theorganism's,and, again, a compromiseis necessaryforgeneralpurposes. A scalar(4it)

collectorisoftenusedfor work on phytoplankton (e.g. 2, 3). This isequally sensitive toall
angles of incidenceand would be appropriate for a spherical organism. However few
phytoplankton organisms are sphericaland it is even less suitable for macrophytes or
periphyticalgae. Acommon conventionis touse an upward-facinghorizontal surfaceas a
collector,designedto ensurethat the output ofthe sensor is proportional to the cosineof
the angle of incidence (of rays of equal intensity). This means that light reaching the
sensorat a low angleappears less bright than light near the vertical, but is not totally lost
by reflections.Various specialshapes and materials areused to construct such collectors.
If necessary the sensor canbe inverted to check the significance ofup-wellingradiation
(arising from scattering or reflection off a light-coloured sediment).

2.6 Penetration of lightthrough water.

Radiant energyfrom the sun and sky
the water surface where about 10% is reflected, dependingon sun angle, cloud
cover and disturbance of the water surface (seeTable I). Within a homogenous water
column the irradiance measured on a horizontal surface (L) decreases logarithmically
reaches

with depth. The relationship is approximately:
1,,

e

I'

ithere 1: is the irradiance at depth z(m), is the irradiance immediately underthe surface
and c is the effective vertical attenuation coefficient(e [In (1'/L )I/z).
Sometimes the upper reading is taken below the surface and z is then the vertical
difference in depths Z2 — Z. (Such a Bouger-Beerlaw is strictly true only for parallel
radiation of a singlewavelengthin non-turbid water.)Theverticalattenuation coefficient
is a property of the whole water, including pure water, solutes and suspended material
such as clay, tripton and plankton which both absorb and scatter radiation. Hence
'absorbance', which refers only to the absorption of energy, is not appropriate, and
attenuance is preferred.The attenuance betweentwo depths (A) isE(Z2 — z )or ln(1-/L:).

=

100 L/10

(N.B. 1. is the suiface irradiance.)

2.7 Summary of recommended method. Horizontal,cosine-correct
sensors
with an equal energy response are used to measure the incident irradiance and the
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irradiance at a series ofdepths. The signalsare usually measured on a calibrated meter
equipped with switchesto selecteither thesurfaceor the underwatersensor, and a suitable
range of sensitivity.

If considered necessary, sensors with otherspectral or angular responses may be fitted,
which usually means that a different calibration is needed.
3. Apparatus

3. 1 Secchi disc. A 20cm weighted discwith alternating black and white quadrants,
hung on a graduated rope. (See the booklet on colour and turbidity inthisseriesfor more
details, 4. See also Fig 5.)

3.2 Sensors and meters. Commercially available systemst usually use silicon
photodiodes with a cosine-correctcollector and an appropriate filter system, to produce
the angular and spectral response targets. Quantum, equal energy and illumination
sensors are usually availableand the meters are provided with a selector and calibrated
scales. PAR meters have scales reading in absolute values for quanta or energy between
400 and 700 nm.There isalsoa switch to selectdifferentlinearranges, usuallyfrom xO. Ito
x104 (K).

It is usual to have separate surface and underwatersensors, and a changeoverswitch,so
that relativereadings can be made quickly,whenthe irradiance is varying rapidly. Some

commercial transmission meters read out in percentage transmission directly*. Some
information is lost but measurementscan bemade much more quickly.It is easyto design
auenuance meters with further refinements which integrate and read out attenuance
between two depths directly (A e [Z2 — zi]; (Fig.
This also enables more precise
measurementsat low irradiances. Both transmission andattenuance meters may have a
time constant settingwhichis used to reducefluctuationscausedbysmallrapidchangesin
irradiance.

l).

ColourmetersmeasuringPAR withinselectedwavebandsmay havejust apair ofsensors
with exchangeablecolour filters**or several sensorseach with adifferentcolour filtertt.
Exchangeable filters are very inconvenientbecause they must be fitted underneath the
cosinecollector.Also, with bothexchangeablefiltersand exchangeablesensors,a seriesof
readings with depth must be taken after each change.
Inexpensive sensorscan beconstructedusingseleniumphotocellsandtransmissionfilters
(Fig. 2). Selenium photocells with neutral transmission filters may be used for
measurementofthe most penetrating waveband. For optimumsensitivityand linearity it
is best to measure the signal from seleniumphotocells as voltage, with a low variable
resistance in series to keep the output within the linear range (—4O mV), and a digital
meterin parallel (Fig. 3) (5). Colour sensors canbe made using 2 mmglass colour filters
over seleniumphotocells and underneath the cosine collector andneutral filter (6). The
minimum standard set is: red RG2, green UG9, blue BG12 or equivalents by other
manufacturers. A colour meterusingnarrow wavebands(30—40nm) can be constructed
by mounting an interference wedge filter0 in a waterproof casing over a selenium
photocell and underneath a moveablebrass strip with a slit 1 mm wide that definesthe
waveband (7). The opal cosine collector is fixed above the brass strip. As the voltage
output from a narrow waveband is smallan amplifier*is builtintothe housing. All such

t For
example: RamsdenSci. Inst. Underwater Light Meter, LI-COR UnderwaterLight
Meter, Macam Photometrics Underwater

Light Meter; with the appropriate sensors
SkyeInstrumentsLtd,will supplya data-loggersystemforPAR irradiancedesignedfor
use with these methods. Biospherical Inc. have a Profiling Scalar System with only
quantum and 4ir sensors.
* For example: Skye Instruments Ltd Ratio Meter
(quantum sensor), and will supply a
data-loggersystem. Ramsden Sci. Inst. Ltd., MacamPhotometrics Ltd andNewlandJennings Electronicsmarket meters for terrestrialapplications but they may beableto
supply meters suitable for use with underwater senors.
Skye Instruments Ltd, data-logger system.
**
Montedoro-Whitney, Solar 'Illuminance' Meter.
E.g. Kahlsico Universal Radiometric Submarine Photometer; Biospherical
Instruments Spectroradiometer.
§ Schott u.
Gen.;
0R2, OGrl, OB 10.
0 Schott u. Gen.,Chance-Pilkington
Veril B-60.
Precision Monolithics,OP-2OGJ.

if
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systemsuse two matched cells to giverelative values and are not calibrated in absolute
units.

3.3 Support. It isusuallynecessarytohave supports to hold thesensorshorizontal at
the surface, or at the required depth, without casting a shadow across them.
(i) Surface sensor. In inland watersit is usuallysufficient to mount this on a small
raft. For use in rough seas gimbalswillbe neededforaccurate work andforswift
rivers a bank site with similar exposure may be used.
(ii) 0 — 2 m. A graduated
polewith a 1 m boom at right-anglesat the bottomcanbe
used (e.g. Fig. 4a)(8). With a plumb-lineattached to the pole, the boomcan be
kept horizontal, and depth markings on the brace will help in shallow water.
(iii) Deeper waters. The sensor is fixed to a block held horizontallyon a graduated
cable by three thinarms (to keepshading to a minimum)(Fig. 4b). Sucha spider
is usuallysupplied with underwater meters. The cable should be loweredfrom a
boom to keep the shadow of the boat off the sensor. Where there is a strong
current arrange for the mounted sensor to be able to slide up and down a cable
held vertically between a weight and the boat.

4. Procedure

Check that the required sensors are attached, the corresponding calibration is selected,

thecollectorsareclean, thesurfacesensor isdryand thebatteriesaresound. The operator
should normally work on calm days with his shadow behind him, at a site where open
water (free from weeds etc.) extends for at least a 2 m radius.
Recordthe time, cloud cover (0 — 10/10) and surfaceconditions(and repeatthese records
as they change).

4.1 Secchi disc.

See

(4). Repeat readings at least three times.

4.2

PAR meters(and colour meters). Lower theunderwater sensor to at least
10 cm, check that it is horizontal, and take readings (i) from surface and underwater
sensors alternately, using the range scales that give at least half full scale deflectionand
recordingboth i and the range scalefactor(K). Compare the surface readingsbefore and
after each underwater reading and, if these differ by less than 10%, accept the
correspondingunderwater reading. Wheregreater precision is needed, a higher standard
should be adopted. Continue taking readings at the same depth until three underwater
readings are accepted.Continue readings at depth intervalsofsay 10% of the maximum
depth.
Using colour meters with multiplesensors,takesimilar readings at each depth from each
sensor. Using meters with exchangeablefilters or moveableslits, change the waveband
after each complete depth series (ensuring no water enters the mount) and repeat the
whole sequence.

4.3 Transmissionmeter. If fitted, adjust the variable time constant until steady

underwater readings are obtained under the prevailingconditions. Then use the balance
control to match the surface and submerged sensorsor to provide an appropriate offset.
The normal procedure is to hold the surface sensor above thewater and theunderwater
sensor 10 cm underthe surface,and adjust the offsetuntil the meter reads (100—R),where
the percent surface reflectionR is found from Tab. 1. This matchesthe sensors,corrects
for the immersionerror and allows for surface reflection*.For studies requiring greater
accuracy,determinethe immersionerroras describedin 7.1 andadjust the balance setting
with both sensors exposed,dry, side-by-sideuntil the meter reads 100. Then hold the
submerged sensor 10 cm under the water and note the reading, which is used for
subsequent checks on the balance. In both caseskeep the surface sensorabove the water
and take three readings at each depth when the meter is horizontal and the reading is
steady. The first method gives transmissions(T) directly,or they can be calculated from
the readings (Li given by the second method (5.3 ii). Check the balance setting every
12—24 readings.
* There isasmall error arisingfrom theattenuance of 10cm ofwater, but unless thewater
is very turbid ordeeply coloured, it is negligible compared with the error in estimating

R.
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4.4 Attenuance meters.

Increase the time constanton the integrator until steady
readingsare obtained under the prevailingconditions. Holdboth sensors at 10cm under
thewater surfaceand adjust thesetting until the attenuance is zero.Keep one sensorat 10
cm and lowerthe other sensor to takeat least three readings of attenuance (A at each
depth. To determine the verticalattenuation coefficient(c) directly,ensure that readings
are made at 1.1 m (i.e. 1.0 m betweenthe two sensors).

)

5. Calculations

5.1 The Secchidepth S isthe meanofthedepth ofdisappearanceand re-appearanceand
is primarily a measure of visibility (see 4). It may be converted to an attenuation
coefficient, e S/2.2, butthe denominator varies,with lightand water conditionsand the
observer, between 1.4 and 3.

-

5.2 Absolute values of PAR.

These are very dependent on the weather, time of
day and season and hence are of little value as an indication of water quality.
(i) UsingPAR meters. Valuesof!2 areobtained directly from the meter readings
afterapplication of range factors (K) and theimmersioncorrection (E) (see 7.1)
as necessary, e.g. I. = i2 K E
(ii) Using transmission meters. If the insolation 1 is known from a surface
solarimeter calibrated in total irradiance then 12 = 1. T2/100, (X is the local
shade factor, surface PAR irradiance over total insolation; 1/I).

i

5.3 Transmission (including surface reflection).

l/

(i) UsingPAR meters or colour meters. Calculate 1,, & by correcting for range
factor and immersionerror as in 5.2.ThenT1= 100 1 [(!+ 210)/2],where
and 210 are the corrected surface readings before and after each underwater
reading. Find the mean for the three accepted readings at each depth.
(ii) Using transmission meters. The normal procedure givesT% directly and only
themean ofthethree readingshas to be calculated. Formore accurate work the
immersionerror E must be knownfrom laboratory determinations(see7.1)and
then:
= t2E where are readingsobtained afterthemeter has beenset to 100% with
both sensors dry.
(iii) Using attenuancemeters:
T. = (100 — R)/ [anti/n [zA./(z— 0.1)] }, where A2 is the attenuance measured
between 0.1 & z m and R is estimatedfrom Tab. 1. Calculate the mean ofthree

j

/

values.

S.4 Vertical attenuation coefficient.
(i) & (ii) UsingPAR meters,colourmeters or transmission meters. Calculate mean
transmission T2 for a range of depths as above (5.2 or 5.3), ensuring that the
immersionerror is corrected. Plot T2 on semi-logarithmicpaper against depth.
Normallythiswill becloseto astraight line forhomogenouswaters(butsee 7.4),
and anomalousvaluesor stratification caneasily be seen. Fit a straight line and
read off T and T2, over a suitable range of depths. Then the attenuation
coefficient: e [in (Tz/Tz) ]/(Z2 —Zi), wherez1 andz2 are the upperand lower
depths respectively. Extrapolationofthe line to the surfacewillgiveanestimate
ofR as 100 — T20. If there is a spectral shift error, or the water column is not
homogenous,a straight line over the wholedepth range will not be obtained. A
line should then be used over as wide a range ofdepths as possible within the
depths that are of most interest or a narrow waveband metershould be used.
(iii) Usingattenuancemeters. AttenuanceA is obtained directly, and ifreadings are
taken at 0.1 and 1.1 m, the vertical attenuation coefficientis obtained directly.
Otherwise:
A/(z2 — Zi), where and Z2 are the depths of the upperandlower sensors
respectively. Take the mean of these determinations.

=

z

(iv) Using meters measuring the most penetrating waveband (C,.JR). Then
EPARi.33CmiJ, (see 9).
(v) After usingcolour meters plot the valuesofthe verticalattenuation coefficients
against wavelength and join the points with a smooth curve (assuming
attenuance increasestowards the ultra-violetand infra-red).This givesa visual
representation of the hue and colour saturation of the water.
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5.5 Light climate. Ifcontinuousrecords oftotal insolationI areavailablethese may
be converted into underwater PAR irradiance data:

1 ) T/100
whereX is the local shadefactorIa/I and T is the meanpercentagetransmission to depth
z. Both X and T are likely to vary with the individual site studied, and with time, so
calculations of average light climates can be very complex and approximate. Using
observedvalues of transmission for each depth minimisesspectral shift errors.
1:

6. Interferences

The most likely interferencesare shadowscast by the operator, the supports, vegetationin
and around the water body and banks. Interferencefrom surface reflectionis treated as
discussed above. In some situations the irradiance received by an organism will be
strongly augmented by reflection from below from a light-coloured substratum, which
will not be measured by these sensors.

Readingstakenafterdisturbanceofsediments,closeto theshore, orduringspates will not
be representativeof normal conditions in the whole water body.

7. Errors

The instruction manuals supplied with commercial meters describe the instrumental

errors and theirdetermination in detail.

1
Immersion errors. The optical properties of the collecting surface are
different at an air-collectorinterface and at a water-collector interface, so that a given
irradiance incident on a sensor in the air will givea different readingon the same sensor
underwater (10, 11) even if water surface reflectionis allowedfor. This is accentuated in
thefirst 10 cm of water by multiplereflectionsbetweenthesensor and the water surface.
The collector can be designed to minimise the immersion error, but the constraints
applied bythe needfor the collectorsto be cosine-corrected,similar in air and water,and
to havea commonlinear calibration,usuallyenforceacompromisedesign.Typically,but
by no means invariably,underwater readingsneed to be multipliedby about 1.3 to allow
for this. The error variesslightlywith spectralenergydistribution (colour), but is usually
determined in white light.

7.

The error can be determinedin two ways under constant insolation (e.g. aclear day). The
two sensors are first matched for relative sensitivity with both collectors dry. Then:

(a) Laboratory method. A tank —2 m in diameter with dark sides is exposed to

daylight,wellaway from shade, itis filledwith waterofknown attenuation (c for
distilled water is—0.08 which is almost negligible) and the underwater sensor is
immersedto 10 cm. The expectedtransmission to 10cm can be calculated from
the attenuation and the surface reflection (from Tab. I for the prevailing
conditions) and compared with the apparent transmission given by the two
sensors (corrected for their dry difference in sensitivity if necessary).
(b) Field method. Underwaterreadings aretakenin open water in thefield on a calm
day, over arange ofdepthsgreater than 10cm,and theseare expressedas percent
transmission relative to the surfacereadings(correctedfor theirdry differencein
sensitivityif necessary).Or transmission values are taken using a transmission
meter, set to 100% with both cells above the water. The transmission valuesare
then plotted on semilogarithmicpaper, against depth on the normal scale, and
the resulting line or curve is extrapolated to zero depth. This intercept (U%)
represents the immersion error plus the surface reflection (R%) which can be
estimated from Tab. 1. Then the immersion correction factorE (JOO—R)/U.

It should be noted that thevalues and procedures for the immersion error that
are supplied with commercialequipment do not always correspond with those
recommendedhere. For example the immersionerror may be taken to include
surface reflection,so that T
and not L/I.

J/I

7.2 Cosine errors. These usuallyincrease at low sun anglesand arethereforeworst
early and late in the day. Commercial underwater sensors (the air sensors are better)
usually have an error smaller than —7% for sun anglesmore than 380, i.e. satisfactoryfor
normal working hours between March and September;and for relativeresults the error
will be less. Full error curvesare usually provided,but it is difficult to apply corrections
under field conditions where there is a mixture of direct and diffused light.
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When constructing equipment it is important to keep exactly to the dimensions and
materials recommendedfor the collectors.

7.3 Spectral response errors. In all designsthespectralresponse curvesdiverge

from the target, especiallyclose to 400 and 700 nm. These errors are usuallyless than 5%
over three-quarters of the range. They are only serious if the radiation happens to be
particularlyrich in a waveband wherethe response is exceptionallydivergent. Ifspectral
errors are thoughtto be important narrow wavebandsmay be selected by using colour
sensors.

7.4 Spectral shift errors. As the irradiance passes through the water the most

readily attenuated wavelengths become a smaller proportion of the total energy and
correspondingly the wavelengths with lower attenuation coefficients come to
predominate, especiallyin water that is coloured rather than turbid. The attenuation
coefficienttherefore drifts with depth towards that for the most penetrating waveband
(7). This only produces errors if attempts are made to derive a single attenuation
coefficientfrom a widerange ofdepths, or ifan attenuation coefficientfrom onedepth is
misapplied to another depth. If such errors are thought to be important narrow
wavebands may be selected by using colour sensors.

7.5 Aging and calibration. The transducers and circuits change with time and

recalibrations are necessary. Apparatus with silicon photodiodes is expected to need
calibration only every two or three yearsbut it has been found that meters may differ by
up to 35% within a year of their calibration (7). If absolute values are important
calibrations should be checked initially and at frequent intervals. Apparatus with
seleniumbarrier-layercells must be rernatchedfrequentlyand checkedforlinearity every
six months.

7.6 Variability of insolation, local shade, reflection and
All
attenuation.

these components vary with time andchanges in the environment,
particularly near vegetation, in rivers,and with time ofday. While spot measurements
may be made quiteaccurately,long-term dataon the light climate can be estimated only
approximately unless continuous records are undertaken.

8. Calibrations

These are usually carried out by the manufacturers.

8. 1 If a suitable standard lamp is available, with known emission under standard

conditions, the calibration factorfor the sensors can be determined. The scalescan then
be reset followinginstructions provided with the meter.

8.2

A rough calibration checkcan be made by exposingthe sensor to sunlight besidea
calibrated pyranometer (e.g. Kipp & Zonen), and assuming PAR is 0.48 of the total
irradiance.

8.3 Ifonlyrelativevaluesarebeingmeasuredit is sufficientto exposethesensorssideby
side in daylight to determine a matching factor.

9. Addresses of

Suppliers

(1) Ramsden ScientificInstrument Co. Ltd., Carlone House, Church Road, Ramsden
Bellhouse, Billericay, Essex.CM1I 1RR, England.
(2)

IC! PLC. Petroplastics Division,Squiresgate Industrial Estate, Squiresgate Lane,

Blackpool, FY4 3RN, England.
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Macam Photometrics Ltd, 10 Kelvin Square, Livingston, EH54 SDG, Scotland.

(7)
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Surface reflectance for calm water (12)

Table 1.

Valuesof a and b for substitution in the equations
aHb

R

R = reflectance

I

/4

H = height of sun = degrees above horizon
clear

sky
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low cloud <10,000
1—5/10

a

1.18

2.17

b

—0.77

—0.96

6—9/10
0.78
—0.68

ft

10/10
0.20
—0.30

high cloud >10,000
1—5/10
2.20
—0.98

6—9/10

ft

10/10

1.14

0.51

—0.68

—0.58

1

Block diagram of attenuance meter
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F

meter
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Digital

Scaled in
attenuance
units or in
absolute units

Switch for attenuance,
absolute or matching

Based on equipment used by Westlake, Dawson and Williams (see 5); further details are not given because better components frequently become available. (See also 3).
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Fig 2a PAR sensor using selenium photocell
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Fig 2b Dimensions

Fig 3 Block diagram of selenium photocell meter
(from 5)
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Fig. 4a Sensor support for shallow water
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Sliding clip
Plumb bob
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FIG 5 SECCHI DISC
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20cm diameter
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Isometric view of disc in operation
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